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2 Abstract
Objective

This paper aims to better the reader's understanding of Scaled Agile's SAFe methodology and its implementation with 
the Atlassian Suite. In addition to enriching the reader's understanding of SAFe, this paper will also explore Blended 
Perspectives' take on SAFe and what solutions we have to offer. We use a specific set of tools when it comes to our 
implementation and configuration of SAFe. In addition we discuss what's new in SAFe 4.5. It's important to note that 
Blended Perspectives take an agnostic position on methodologies but will always identify pros and cons based on our 
implementation experience.

About Blended Perspectives

Blended Perspectives is an Atlassian Platinum Enterprise certified Solutions partner. We are a Canadian federally 
incorporated specialist consulting firm, operating out of Toronto, Canada, with offices also located in New York, 
USA. Blended Perspectives specializes in consulting for information systems that drive collaboration, innovation and 
productivity; our solutions encompass strategy, processes and culture for intranets and tracking. Our mission is to 
enable Corporations to unleash the power of their teams and to leverage the true potential of their business via 
enhanced tools and processes.
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3 Who uses SAFe and Why?
SAFe is a framework for entire organizations that wish to scale Agile to achieve Enterprise level strategic and 
operational objectives. It caters to stakeholders throughout the organization, coordinating artifacts and workstreams.

It provides common language and principles that can be scaled appropriately to keep all levels of your organization 
aligned. SAFe 4.5 introduces multiple framework diagrams to choose from depending on the size of your enterprise. 

SAFe is tools agnostic: it prescribes objectives and how they hang together, without recommending specific 
implementation tools. If you are reading our whitepaper you probably are interested in implementing SAFe using 
Atlassian tools.
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4 Understanding SAFe
On the surface, SAFe can look like a difficult to understand and complicated, multilayered methodology. Scaled Agile 
provides various artifacts and definitions, describing a "freely revealed knowledge base of proven success patterns for 
implementing Lean-Agile software and systems at enterprise scale" (SAFe website) but what does this all mean? This is 
where we want to break SAFe down into its most basic elements, and once we understand these elements we can delve 
deeper into why this all matters. So, where do we start? SAFe 4.0 is a framework for an entire organization, operating on 
up to four levels: portfolio, value stream (optional), program, and team.

Start by examining the portfolio level. This level can be thought of as the top of the pyramid of an imaginary enterprise. 
From this level comes the projects and direction in which the company wishes to move. These are also the people and 
processes needed to move the company forward and create solutions driving a business closer to its objective (SAFe 
website). This is essentially the executive level. The portfolio is made up of elements such as the value streams.

Next, the value streams level. While this level is intended for "builders of large and complex solutions", it is still 
important to have an understanding of this level no matter the size of your organization (SAFe website). This level is 
optional in SAFe 4.0 and is generally recommended for larger enterprises. In simple terms, the value stream level helps 
with budgeting as well as an understanding of financial boundaries for larger projects (SAFe website).

Next the program level. Essentially, the program level holds a large team, comprised of many small teams which we will 
describe in further detail in the team level section. This team of teams works towards an overarching project, executed 
through program increments (essentially a plan for each team of teams). Program increments are then made up of 5 
iterations, 4 iterations of work on the product or solution and the last iteration is devoted to innovation and 
preparation for any important architectural work for the next increment (SAFe website). This "team of teams" follows a 
set routine for the iterations starting with planning, executing, reviewing, and ending with some reflection for 
improvement. A Project Manager is in charge of the content for the program increments, as well as the team backlog. 
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Finally this entire process is overseen by a Release Train Engineer. Now we will further explore the teams that make up 
this team of teams (SAFe website).

At the team level, there is a similar process to that of a standard scrum. Agile teams work together and deliver iterations 
on a bi-weekly basis.  A Product Owner is tasked with deciding and delegating content for the iterations, in addition to 
being in charge of the team backlog. Teams follow a set routine for the iterations starting with planning, executing, 
reviewing, and ending with some reflection for improvement (SAFe video).
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All of these elements come together to create SAFe:

For a more visual description, check out this video: SAFe 4.0 in 5 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmJ_mJw8xec
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5 Why Does it Matter?
Now that we've explained how SAFe works and broken it down into its components we can begin to understand why 
use SAFe and when it is most useful – what does it aim to improve? In a nutshell, SAFe assists businesses tackle 
challenges associated with creating and eventually delivering top quality enterprise class software within a reasonable 
timeframe. SAFe is a structured scaled model for Agile teams to build functionality towards larger functional areas such 
as web platforms and other complex systems. 

As we know, Agile is an excellent way to organize, communicate and problem solve as an individual, team, and 
organization. In fact, the Agile methodology is naturally how many individuals think and solve issues. People tend to 
work better when they are trusted, have autonomy to solve problems, and work as a team. Agile helps promote and 
blend the values of individuals into a team culture. The Agile methodology prioritizes certain values, which can be 
difficult for the enterprise that doesn't necessarily share the same set of priorities. This is where SAFe comes in. The 
Scaled Agile Framework brings everything together by essentially creating one big team, driving towards the agreed 
enterprise objectives. SAFe has teams group together to create teams of teams which band together to ensure the 
successfulness of the Agile methodology and efficiency of organizations using it. Figuring out how to scale Agile is of 
great importance to enterprises, which is why SAFe has become a popular method used by enterprises looking to 
become more Agile. This brings us to Atlassian's healthy inventory of powerful tools that can work hand-in-hand with 
the SAFe methodology.

It should be noted hower that SAFe hierarchies are only as strong as their component pieces and so the foundations of 
best practices Agile delivery must be in place. This can be a struggle since this alone is not easy.
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6 Implementation of SAFe within the  Atlassian Suite
The Atlassian Suite provides the ideal tool set when it comes to the implementation of SAFe in any enterprise. We use 
JIRA plus Portfolio for JIRA in our implementations of SAFe. In terms of JIRA, we customize at the project level, towards 
SAFe - it is the project that the teams belong to and this that hold their work. It also allows individuals to have 
appropriate Kanban on Scrum boards depending on their SAFe level as discussed above. JIRA's flexibility allows for 
different issue types within the same project to have different workflows, allowing for the implementation of Safe's 
Kanban boards exactly to spec. JIRA also has tight integrations with coding tools and continuous dev tools which is 
useful for any enterprise. Furthermore, JIRA extends transparency all the way into code, through to Bamboo for 
deployments and back to Confluence for requirements. 

Portfolio for JIRA holds the hierarchy between the "artifacts" and provides a top-down view of your organization. 
Portfolio also allows cross product releases to allow agile teams to work towards the same program increments from 
within their own projects. We also use Confluence for documentation as it is a useful and important tool to ensure 
alignment and application documentation. Another Atlassian tool which can be useful when paired with SAFe is 
HipChat and Stride. These tools allow for real time distributed conversations - which are of great importance to 
enterprises.
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7 Blended Perspectives' Configuration and Solution
Our first step is to tackle terminology and the mapping of SAFe to JIRA objects such as issue types.  

A bit more on SAFe terminology:

SAFe terminology → JIRA/JIRA Portfolio functionality

We originally took the approach to make every identifiable object or level in SAFe a Portfolio hierarchy level. However 
we believe not everything identified in the list below should be a hierarchy level in Portfolio. Our current approach is to 
only reflect the Issue hierarchy as Portfolio hierarchies, e.g. Stories make up Features, and Features make up 
Capabilities etc. Thereafter, the SAFe levels are represented through JIRA Projects and their associated Boards. 

Portfolio level

• Created related issue type
• Reflected as a JIRA project with configuration specific to Portfolio level work

Portfolio Epics

• Created Hierarchy level and related issue type
• These live in Portfolio type JIRA projects

Value Stream level

• Created related issue type
• Lives in the Portfolio project that the Value stream belongs to

• Reflected as a JIRA project with configuration specific to Value Stream level work

Value Stream Epics

• Created Hierarchy level and related issue type
• These live in Value Stream type JIRA projects

Capabilities

• Created Hierarchy level and related issue type
• These live in Portfolio type JIRA projects

Program Level

• Created related issue type
• Lives in the Value Stream project that the Program belongs to

• Reflected as a JIRA project with configuration specific to Program level work

Program Stream Epics

• Created Hierarchy level and related issue type
• These live in Program type JIRA projects

Features

• Created Hierarchy level and related issue typeThese live in Program type JIRA projects
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• Others have used JIRA's built in Epic issue type for this when implementing SAFe, however this 
is not currently our recommendation

ARTs (Release Trains)

• Group of teams assigned to the Program in Portfolio

Teams

• Create Portfolio Teams to reflect each team

Stories

• Already exist in JIRA

JIRA/JIRA Portfolio functionality → SAFe terminology

Themes

• Mapped to Capabilities
• Configured from the Reports view

Stages and Skills

• Added as functionality for identifying and planning teams within ARTs
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 Below is a diagram illustrating how we tackle SAFe implementation and configuration:

FREE TRIAL You have 15 days left in your Gliffy Confluence Plugin free trial
Purchase a license | Admins, enter your Gliffy my.atlassian.com license in the UPM

We believe that Portfolio for JIRA is a valuable asset when it comes to SAFe's implementation and configuration. We 
make use of Portfolio for JIRA in a number of ways. Each level has a specific project type. Below we will illustrate these 
project types and the issue types that accompany them:

Template Portfolio Level Project

Issue Type Scheme: Portfolio Level Issue Type Scheme

• Portfolio Epic

http://www.gliffy.com/confluence-plugin/
https://my.atlassian.com/purchase/buyaddon?key=com.gliffy.integration.confluence
https://oasis.blendedperspectives.com/plugins/servlet/upm#manage/com.gliffy.integration.confluence
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• Value Stream

Template Value Stream Level Project

Issue Type Scheme: Value Stream Level Issue Type Scheme

• Value Stream Epic
• Capability
• Program

Template Program Level Project

Issue Type Scheme: Program Level Issue Type Scheme

• Program Epic
• Feature
• Story
• Bug
• Epic
• Task
• Sub-task

Custom Fields

• Add "Project" type custom field called "Value Stream Project" to "Value Stream" screen
• Add "Project" type custom field called "Program Project" to "Program" screen
• Add "Parent Link" field to all issue types in the hierarchy: Value Stream Epic, Capability, Program Epic, 

Feature, Epic
• This shows the Portfolio parent when viewing the JIRA issue in the JIRA project
• Child issues show up by default
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8 New Update - SAFe 4.5
While much of the above descriptions and explanations still stand, there have been a number of changes to SAFe after 
the introduction of SAFe 4.5. To begin with let us touch on what is different. Firstly, we notice that in SAFe 4.5, "value 
stream" has been changed to "large solution". While this only matters when considering the implementation of Full 
SAFe (Something which is discussed in further detail below), it is nonetheless a notable difference.

Now a look at what's new. According to the SAFe Website, changes introduced in SAFe 4.5 fall into the following 
categories: 

1. Essential SAFe and Configurability 
2. Innovation with Lean Startup and Lean UX
3. Scalable DevOps and continuous delivery
4. Implementation roadmap
5. Other important stuff

With SAFe 4.5 organizations can now choose which of the four new configurations best suit their needs: Full SAFe, 
Portfolio SAFe. Large Solution SAFe, and Essential SAFe (SAFe website). Each of these configurations has a different 
number of levels, starting with the basics and moving towards Full SAFe (see diagram below). Second on the list we 
have innovation with Lean Startup and Lean UX. This is new content that has been added to SAFe's Lean Startup Cycle. 
Lean Portfolio Management and Lean Budgets will assist organizations with rapid innovation and implementation. 
Next we have scalable DevOps and continuous delivery. This new addition will help "accelerate the build-measure-
learn cycle that supports faster innovation and more frequent releases."  The all new roadmap is made up of a clickable 
"interactive graphic linked to a 12-article series that describes the major activities that have proven to be effective in 
successfully implementing SAFe." (SAFe website)

Given these changes and additions, we will be adding new project types and also change terminology such as changing 
value stream to large solution.

Full SAFe:
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9 Conclusion
The Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) is a popular method to essentially allow any organization of any size to scale Agile 
teams. This is especially important for large organizations and enterprises who may find it more difficult to become 
agile due to their massive scale, however values the benefits of the Agile Methodology. The Atlassian Suite works 
particularly well with SAFe and is of great use when implementing SAFe in any organization because its so flexible. With 
each tool providing a different benefit, Atlassian tools are the ideal set that compliment any implementation of SAFe. 
With our experienced team, we,  at Blended Perspectives, can help you not only better understand the importance of 
going agile, but also the implementation of SAFe and the Atlassian Suite. Contact us for more information on SAFe or 
anything Atlassian!

References
http://www.scaledagileframework.com/

SAFe 4.0 in 5 minutes

http://www.scaledagileframework.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmJ_mJw8xec
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